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Brexit will have significant consequences for the country, for Europe, and for global order. And yet much discussion of Brexit in the
UK has focused on the causes of the vote and on its consequences for the future of British politics. This volume examines the
consequences of Brexit for the future of Europe and the European Union, adopting an explicitly regional and future-oriented
perspective missing from many existing analyses. Drawing on the expertise of 28 leading scholars from a range of disciplines,
Brexit and Beyond offers various different perspectives on the future of Europe, charting the likely effects of Brexit across a range
of areas, including institutional relations, political economy, law and justice, foreign affairs, democratic governance, and the idea of
Europe itself. Whilst the contributors offer divergent predictions for the future of Europe after Brexit, they share the same
conviction that careful scholarly analysis is in need – now more than ever – if we are to understand what lies ahead for the EU.
Praise for Brexit and Beyond 'a wide-ranging and thought-provoking tour through the vagaries of British exit, with the question of
Europe’s fate never far from sight...Brexit is a wake-up call for the EU. How it responds is an open question—but respond it must.
To better understand its options going forward you should turn to this book, which has also been made free online.' Prospect
Magazine 'This book explores wonderfully well the bombshell of Brexit: is it a uniquely British phenomenon or part of a wider,
existential crisis for the EU? As the tensions and complexities of the Brexit negotiations come to the fore, the collection of essays
by leading scholars will prove a very valuable reference for their depth of analysis, their lucidity, and their outlining of future
options.' - Kevin Featherstone, Head of the LSE European Institute, London School of Economics 'Brexit and Beyond is a must
read. It moves the ongoing debate about what Brexit actually means to a whole new level. While many scholars to date have
examined the reasons for the British decision to leave, the crucial question of what Brexit will mean for the future of the European
project is often overlooked. No longer. Brexit and Beyond bundles the perspectives of leading scholars of European integration. By
doing so, it provides a much needed scholarly guidepost for our understanding of the significance of Brexit, not only for the United
Kingdom, but also for the future of the European continent.' - Catherine E. De Vries, Professor in the department of Government,
University of Essex and Professor in the department of Political Science and Public Administration Free University Amsterdam
'Brexit and Beyond provides a fascinating (and comprehensive) analysis on the how and why the UK has found itself on the path to
exiting the European Union. The talented cast of academic contributors is drawn from a wide variety of disciplines and areas of
expertise and this provides a breadth and depth to the analysis of Brexit that is unrivalled. The volume also provides large
amounts of expert-informed speculation on the future of both the EU and UK and which is both stimulating and anxiety-inducing.'
-Professor Richard Whitman, Head of School, Professor of Politics and International Relations, Director of the Global Europe
Centre, University of Kent
Explores two thousand years of radically changing opinions on the emperor Augustus, and what they reveal about the historical
individual.
From two former military officers and award-winning authors, a chillingly authentic geopolitical thriller that imagines a naval clash
between the US and China in the South China Sea in 2034--and the path from there to a nightmarish global conflagration.On
March 12, 2034, US Navy Commodore Sarah Hunt is on the bridge of her flagship, the guided missile destroyer USS John Paul
Jones, conducting a routine freedom of navigation patrol in the South China Sea when her ship detects an unflagged trawler in
clear distress, smoke billowing from its bridge. On that same day, US Marine aviator Major Chris "Wedge" Mitchell is flying an
F35E Lightning over the Strait of Hormuz, testing a new stealth technology as he flirts with Iranian airspace. By the end of that day,
Wedge will be an Iranian prisoner, and Sarah Hunt's destroyer will lie at the bottom of the sea, sunk by the Chinese Navy. Iran and
China have clearly coordinated their moves, which involve the use of powerful new forms of cyber weaponry that render US ships
and planes defenseless. In a single day, America's faith in its military's strategic pre-eminence is in tatters. A new, terrifying era is
at hand.So begins a disturbingly plausible work of speculative fiction, co-authored by an award-winning novelist and decorated
Marine veteran and the former commander of NATO, a legendary admiral who has spent much of his career strategically
outmaneuvering America's most tenacious adversaries. Written with a powerful blend of geopolitical sophistication and human
empathy, 2034 takes us inside the minds of a global cast of characters--Americans, Chinese, Iranians, Russians, Indians--as a
series of arrogant miscalculations on all sides leads the world into an intensifying international storm. In the end, China and the
United States will have paid a staggering cost, one that forever alters the global balance of power.Everything in 2034 is an
imaginative extrapolation from present-day facts on the ground combined with the authors' years working at the highest and most
classified levels of national security. Sometimes it takes a brilliant work of fiction to illuminate the most dire of warnings: 2034 is all
too close at hand, and this cautionary tale presents the reader a dark yet possible future that we must do all we can to avoid.
DIVThe distinguished educator and philosopher discusses his revolutionary vision of education, stressing growth, experience, and
activity as factors that promote a democratic character in students and lead to the advancement of self and society. /div
Has globalization forever undermined the state as the mighty guarantor of public welfare and security? In the 1990s, the prevailing
and even hopeful view was that it had. The euphoria did not last long. Today the "return of the state" is increasingly being
discussed as a desirable reality. This book is the first to bring together a group of prominent scholars from comparative politics,
international relations, and sociology to systematically reassess--through a historical lens that moves beyond the standard focus
on the West--state-society relations and state power at the dawn of the twenty-first century. The contributors examine the sources
and forms of state power in light of a range of welfare and security needs in order to tell us what states can do today. They assess
the extent to which international social forces affect states, and the capacity of states to adapt in specific issue areas. Their striking
conclusion is that states have continued to be pivotal in diverse areas such as nationalism, national security, multiculturalism,
taxation, and industrial relations. Offering rich insights on the changing contours of state power, The Nation-State in Question will
be of interest to social scientists, students, and policymakers alike. John Hall's introduction is followed by chapters by Peter
Baldwin, John Campbell, Francesco Duina, Grzegorz Ekiert, Jeffrey Herbst, Christopher Hood, Anatoly Khazanov, Brendan
O'Leary, T. V. Paul, Bernard Yack, Rudra Sil, and Minxin Pei. The conclusion is by John Ikenberry.
Are our 'democracies' truly democratic? In the Name of the People examines the myth of modern democracy and finds it wanting.
The various oligarchies of the world blame the madness of modern life on the greed and stupidity of ordinary people: this book
argues that, on the contrary, elites indulge a limitless greed for power and wealth under cover of 'giving the people what they
want'. As a coda to his short book, Ivo Mosley examines what true democracy has meant over the last two and a half millennia,
and examines how it could be incorporated into current political structures to give them meaning, life and accountability.
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Following the success of Rees' bestselling Auschwitz, this substantially revised and updated edition of The Nazis - A Warning from
History tells the powerfully gripping story of the rise and fall of the Third Reich. During a 16-year period, acclaimed author and
documentary-maker Laurence Rees met and interviewed a large number of former Nazis, and his unique insights into the Nazi
psyche and World War 2 received enormous praise. At the heart of the book lies compelling eyewitness accounts of life under
Adolf Hitler, spoken through the words of those who experienced the Nazi regime at every level of society. An extensive new
section on the Nazi/Soviet war (previously published in Rees' War of the Century) provides a chilling insight into Nazi mentality
during the most bloody conflict in history. Described as one of the greatest documentary series of all times The Nazis - A Warning
from History won a host of awards, including a BAFTA and an International Documentary Award.
In 1948, when “Mrs. G.,” hospitalized with debilitating rheumatoid arthritis, became the first person to receive a mysterious new
compound—cortisone—her physicians were awestruck by her transformation from enervated to energized. After eighteen years of
biochemical research, the most intensively hunted biological agent of all time had finally been isolated, identified, synthesized, and
put to the test. And it worked. But the discovery of a long-sought “magic bullet” came at an unanticipated cost in the form of
strange side effects. This fascinating history recounts the discovery of cortisone and pulls the curtain back on the peculiar cast of
characters responsible for its advent, including two enigmatic scientists, Edward Kendall and Philip Hench, who went on to receive
the Nobel Prize. The book also explores the key role the Mayo Clinic played in fostering cortisone’s development, and looks at
drugs that owe their heritage to the so-called “King of Steroids.”
Empire and Belonging in the Eurasian Borderlands engages with the evolving historiography around the concept of belonging in the Russian
and Ottoman empires. The contributors to this book argue that the popular notion that empires do not care about belonging is simplistic and
wrong. Chapters address numerous and varied dimensions of belonging in multiethnic territories of the Ottoman Empire, Imperial Russia, and
the Soviet Union, from the mid-nineteenth to the late twentieth centuries. They illustrate both the mutability and the durability of imperial
belonging in Eurasian borderlands. Contributors to this volume pay attention to state authorities but also to the voices and experiences of
teachers, linguists, humanitarian officials, refugees, deportees, soldiers, nomads, and those left behind. Through those voices the authors
interrogate the mutual shaping of empire and nation, noting the persistence and frequency of coercive measures that imposed belonging or
denied it to specific populations deemed inconvenient or incapable of fitting in. The collective conclusion that editors Krista A. Goff and Lewis
H. Siegelbaum provide is that nations must take ownership of their behaviors, irrespective of whether they emerged from disintegrating
empires or enjoyed autonomy and power within them.
World War II was the quintessential “good war.” It was not, however, a conflict free of moral ambiguity, painful dilemmas, and unavoidable
compromises. Was the bombing of civilian populations in Germany and Japan justified? Were the Nuremberg and Tokyo war crimes trials
legally scrupulous? What is the legacy bequeathed to the world by Hiroshima? With wisdom and clarity, Michael Bess brings a fresh eye to
these difficult questions and others, arguing eloquently against the binaries of honor and dishonor, pride and shame, and points instead
toward a nuanced reckoning with one of the most pivotal conflicts in human history.
Thomas Pynchon is up to his usual business. Characters stop what they're doing to sing what are for the most part stupid songs. Strange
sexual practices take place. Obscure languages are spoken, not always idiomatically. Contrary-to-fact occurrences occur. Maybe it's not the
world, but with a minor adjustment or two it's what the world might be.
The Seven Years War was a global contest between the two superpowers of eighteenth century Europe, France and Britain. Winston
Churchill called it “the first World War”. Neither side could afford to lose advantage in any part of the world, and the decisive battles of the
war ranged from Fort Duquesne in what is now Pittsburgh to Minorca in the Mediterranean, from Bengal to Quèbec. By its end British power
in North America and India had been consolidated and the foundations of Empire laid, yet at the time both sides saw it primarily as a struggle
for security, power and influence within Europe. In this eagerly awaited study, Daniel Baugh, the world’s leading authority on eighteenth
century maritime history looks at the war as it unfolded from the failure of Anglo-French negotiations over the Ohio territories in 1784 through
the official declaration of war in 1756 to the treaty of Paris which formally ended hostilities between England and France in 1763. At each
stage he examines the processes of decision-making on each side for what they can show us about the capabilities and efficiency of the two
national governments and looks at what was involved not just in the military engagements themselves but in the complexities of sustaining
campaigns so far from home. With its panoramic scope and use of telling detail this definitive account will be essential reading for anyone
with an interest in military history or the history of eighteenth century Europe.
It has, improbably, been called uncommonly lucid, even riveting by The New York Times, and it was a finalist for the 2004 National Book
Awards nonfiction honor. It is a literally chilling read, especially in its minute-by-minute description of the events of the morning of 9/11 inside
the Twin Towers.It is The 9/11 Commission Report, which was, before its publication, perhaps one of the most anticipated government
reports of all time, and has been since an unlikely bestseller. The official statement by the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the
United States-which was instituted in late 2002 and chaired by former New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean-it details what went wrong on that
day (such as intelligence failures), what went right (the heroic response of emergency services and self-organizing civilians), and how to avert
similar future attacks.Highlighting evidence from the day, from airport surveillance footage of the terrorists to phone calls from the doomed
flights, and offering details that have otherwise gone unheard, this is an astonishing firsthand document of contemporary history. While
controversial in parts-it has been criticized for failing to include testimony from key individuals, and it completely omits any mention of the
mysterious collapse of WTC 7-it is nevertheless an essential record of one of the most transformational events of modern times.
"Heartbreakingly good" Stephen, Amazon review ? ? ? ? ? "You can't put it down" Anon, Amazon review ? ? ? ? ? "Immensely moving" Jo,
Amazon review ? ? ? ? ? "An incredible read" Agnes, Amazon review ? ? ? ? ? They knew their survival depended on each other. They had to
live for each other. It is 1940 and the Final Solution is about to begin. The Nazis have occupied The Netherlands but resistance is growing
and two Jewish sisters - Janny and Lien Brilleslijper - are risking their lives to save those being hunted, through their clandestine safehouse
'The High Nest'. It becomes one of the most important safehouses in the country but when the house and its occupants are betrayed the most
terrifying time of the sisters' lives begins. This is the beginning of the end. With German defeat in sight, the Brilleslijper family are put on the
last train to Auschwitz, along with Anne Frank and her family. What comes next challenges the sisters beyond human imagination as they are
stripped of everything but their courage, resilience and love for each other. Perfect for readers of The Tattooist of Auschwitz, Cilka's Journey
and The Librarian of Auschwitz - this is the international bestselling and life-affirming true story of female bravery and surviving the horrors of
Auschwitz. See what Amazon readers are saying about The Sisters of Auschwitz: "Amazing story of resistance and love between sisters
while fighting against evil", T Gill, ? ? ? ? ? "Excellent. Kept you on the edge - a very gripping and sad true story, very well told", Helen 'o'
Troy, ? ? ? ? ? "Great book, I really enjoyed it, 10/10", Laura Regan, ? ? ? ? ? "This is such a heartbreaking, thought provoking book, could not
put it down and shed a few tears in the process. Amazing read, cannot recommend enough", Paige Walton, ? ? ? ? ? "Amazing book.
Thrilling, captivating, beautiful", Kathleen Treacy, ? ? ? ? ? "It is one of the most harrowing but inspirational stories but fills you with
admiration. Would highly recommend", Amazon Customer, ? ? ? ? ?
The extraordinary story of the Nazi-era scientific genius who discovered how cancer cells eat—and what it means for how we should. The
Nobel laureate Otto Warburg—a cousin of the famous finance Warburgs—was widely regarded in his day as one of the most important
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biochemists of the twentieth century, a man whose research was integral to humanity’s understanding of cancer. He was also among the
most despised figures in Nazi Germany. As a Jewish homosexual living openly with his male partner, Warburg represented all that the Third
Reich abhorred. Yet Hitler and his top advisors dreaded cancer, and protected Warburg in the hope that he could cure it. In Ravenous, Sam
Apple reclaims Otto Warburg as a forgotten, morally compromised genius who pursued cancer single-mindedly even as Europe disintegrated
around him. While the vast majority of Jewish scientists fled Germany in the anxious years leading up to World War II, Warburg remained in
Berlin, working under the watchful eye of the dictatorship. With the Nazis goose-stepping their way across Europe, systematically rounding up
and murdering millions of Jews, Warburg awoke each morning in an elegant, antiques-filled home and rode horses with his partner, Jacob
Heiss, before delving into his research at the Kaiser Wilhelm Society. Hitler and other Nazi leaders, Apple shows, were deeply troubled by
skyrocketing cancer rates across the Western world, viewing cancer as an existential threat akin to Judaism or homosexuality. Ironically, they
viewed Warburg as Germany’s best chance of survival. Setting Warburg’s work against an absorbing history of cancer science, Apple
follows him as he arrives at his central belief that cancer is a problem of metabolism. Though Warburg’s metabolic approach to cancer was
considered groundbreaking, his work was soon eclipsed in the early postwar era, after the discovery of the structure of DNA set off a search
for the genetic origins of cancer. Remarkably, Warburg’s theory has undergone a resurgence in our own time, as scientists have begun to
investigate the dangers of sugar and the link between obesity and cancer, finding that the way we eat can influence how cancer cells take up
nutrients and grow. Rooting his revelations in extensive archival research as well as dozens of interviews with today’s leading cancer
authorities, Apple demonstrates how Warburg’s midcentury work may well hold the secret to why cancer became so common in the modern
world and how we can reverse the trend. A tale of scientific discovery, personal peril, and the race to end a disastrous disease, Ravenous
would be the stuff of the most inventive fiction were it not, in fact, true.
"A World in the Making is a kind of anthropological journey taken by four historians that assumes all societies are "hot," and all people make
history and always have. We argue in our emphasis on lives and livelihoods for a world constructed, altered, renovated, remade by ordinary
people even as we acknowledge the genius of individual innovators, disruptors who broke the mold or struck out in some new
direction."--Provided by publisher.

The conflict that ended in 1945 is often described as a 'total war', unprecedented in both scale and character. Volume 3
of The Cambridge History of the Second World War adopts a transnational approach to offer a comprehensive and global
analysis of the war as an economic, social and cultural event. Across twenty-eight chapters and four key parts, the
volume addresses complex themes such as the political economy of industrial war, the social practices of war, the moral
economy of war and peace and the repercussions of catastrophic destruction. A team of nearly thirty leading historians
together show how entire nations mobilized their economies and populations in the face of unimaginable violence, and
how they dealt with the subsequent losses that followed. The volume concludes by considering the lasting impact of the
conflict and the memory of war across different cultures of commemoration.
A New York Times bestseller! “Lively and absorbing. . ." — The New York Times Book Review "Engrossing." —Wall Street
Journal “Entertaining and well-researched . . . ” —Houston Chronicle Three noted Texan writers combine forces to tell the
real story of the Alamo, dispelling the myths, exploring why they had their day for so long, and explaining why the ugly
fight about its meaning is now coming to a head. Every nation needs its creation myth, and since Texas was a nation
before it was a state, it's no surprise that its myths bite deep. There's no piece of history more important to Texans than
the Battle of the Alamo, when Davy Crockett and a band of rebels went down in a blaze of glory fighting for
independence from Mexico, losing the battle but setting Texas up to win the war. However, that version of events, as
Forget the Alamo definitively shows, owes more to fantasy than reality. Just as the site of the Alamo was left in ruins for
decades, its story was forgotten and twisted over time, with the contributions of Tejanos--Texans of Mexican origin, who
fought alongside the Anglo rebels--scrubbed from the record, and the origin of the conflict over Mexico's push to abolish
slavery papered over. Forget the Alamo provocatively explains the true story of the battle against the backdrop of Texas's
struggle for independence, then shows how the sausage of myth got made in the Jim Crow South of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century. As uncomfortable as it may be to hear for some, celebrating the Alamo has long had an echo
of celebrating whiteness. In the past forty-some years, waves of revisionists have come at this topic, and at times have
made real progress toward a more nuanced and inclusive story that doesn't alienate anyone. But we are not living in one
of those times; the fight over the Alamo's meaning has become more pitched than ever in the past few years, even
violent, as Texas's future begins to look more and more different from its past. It's the perfect time for a wise and
generous-spirited book that shines the bright light of the truth into a place that's gotten awfully dark.
Berlin DiaryRosetta Books
Chronicles the military operations and tactics of World War II in both the European and Pacific theaters from the SinoJapanese War in 1937 to the surrender of Japan in 1945.
A fresh treatment of Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany, revealing the close ties between Mussolini and Hitler and their
regimes ?From 1934 until 1944 Mussolini met Hitler numerous times, and the two developed a relationship that deeply
affected both countries. While Germany is generally regarded as the senior power, Christian Goeschel demonstrates just
how much history has underrepresented Mussolini's influence on his German ally. In this highly readable book,
Goeschel, a scholar of twentieth-century Germany and Italy, revisits all of Mussolini and Hitler's key meetings and asks
how these meetings constructed a powerful image of a strong Fascist-Nazi relationship that still resonates with the
general public. His portrait of Mussolini draws on sources ranging beyond political history to reveal a leader who, at
times, shaped Hitler's decisions and was not the gullible buffoon he's often portrayed as. The first comprehensive study
of the Mussolini-Hitler relationship, this book is a must-read for scholars and anyone interested in the history of European
fascism, World War II, or political leadership.
Originally published in 1979 Imperialism, Intervention and Development provides an introduction to key issues in
international politics in the post-World War II era. The emphasis is on conflict – particularly the confrontation between
East and West and the contention between rich industrialised nations and the poor ‘developing’ nations. The book
debates the causes of Western intervention, expansion and counter-revolution in the Third World and the consequences
of that intervention for economic development. The spectrum and depth of the articles is both comprehensive and varied,
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including examples of ‘mainstream’ academic perspectives on the issues examined, incorporating many of the radical
critiques of these mainstream approaches. Other more basic material, presupposing little prior knowledge in the field is
concerned is also included.
A dwarf drummer found guilty of a crime he did not commit writes his memoirs from a mental hospital in postwar
Germany
'A METICULOUS HISTORY THAT READS LIKE A THRILLER' BEN MACINTYRE, TEN BEST BOOKS TO READ
ABOUT WORLD WAR II An astounding story of heroism, spycraft, resistance and personal triumph over shocking
adversity. 'A rousing tale of derring-do' THE TIMES * 'Riveting' MICK HERRON * 'Superb' IRISH TIMES THE NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In September 1941, a young American woman strides up the steps of a hotel in Lyon, Vichy
France. Her papers say she is a journalist. Her wooden leg is disguised by a determined gait and a distracting beauty.
She is there to spark the resistance. By 1942 Virginia Hall was the Gestapo's most urgent target, having infiltrated Vichy
command, trained civilians in guerrilla warfare and sprung soldiers from Nazi prison camps. The first woman to go
undercover for British SOE, her intelligence changed the course of the war - but her fight was still not over. This is a spy
history like no other, telling the story of the hunting accident that disabled her, the discrimination she fought and the
secret life that helped her triumph over shocking adversity. 'A cracking story about an extraordinarily brave woman'
TELEGRAPH 'Gripping ... superb ... a rounded portrait of a complicated, resourceful, determined and above all brave
woman' IRISH TIMES WINNER of the PLUTARCH AWARD FOR BEST BIOGRAPHY
This book offers a historical analysis of one of the most striking and dramatic transformations to take place in Brazil and
the United States during the twentieth century—the redefinition of the concepts of nation and democracy in racial terms.
The multilateral political debates that occurred between 1930 and 1945 pushed and pulled both states towards more
racially inclusive political ideals and nationalisms. Both countries utilized cultural production to transmit these racial
political messages. At times working collaboratively, Brazilian and U.S. officials deployed the concept of “racial
democracy” as a national security strategy, one meant to suppress the existential threats perceived to be posed by
World War II and by the political agendas of communists, fascists, and blacks. Consequently, official racial democracy
was limited in its ability to address racial inequities in the United States and Brazil. Shifting the Meaning of Democracy
helps to explain the historical roots of a contemporary phenomenon: the coexistence of widespread antiracist ideals with
enduring racial inequality.
After providing an accessible history of the nation, the author turns his focus to what North Korea is, what its leadership
thinks and how its people cope with living in such an oppressive and poor place, arguing that North Korea is not
irrational, but rather a nation that has survived against all odds.
The fourth edition of this successful textbook has been revised and updated in light of recent events, and includes a new
chapter on the rise of cyberpower. Its comprehensive coverage of issues of war and peace such as terrorism,
intelligence, and weapons of mass destruction makes it the major strategic studies textbook in the field.
Portrayals of Antigone in Portugal offers an analysis of nine 20th and 21st century Portuguese literary and cinematic
versions of this Theban myth.
"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers, coworkers and doctors showing what life
is like on the spectrum. It's also my love letter to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world
where all the road signs are written in another language." With a reporter's eye and an insider's perspective, Eric Garcia
shows what it's like to be autistic across America. Garcia began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the
media's coverage of it; the myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the narrow portrayals of autistic people as
white men working in Silicon Valley. His own life as an autistic person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a
graduate of the University of North Carolina, and works as a journalist covering politics in Washington D.C. Garcia
realized he needed to put into writing what so many autistic people have been saying for years; autism is a part of their
identity, they don't need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his own life as a springboard to discuss the social
and policy gaps that exist in supporting those on the spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores how autistic
people wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At the same time, he shares the experiences of all
types of autistic people, from those with higher support needs, to autistic people of color, to those in the LGBTQ
community. In doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform to articulate their own needs, rather than having others
speak for them, which has been the standard for far too long.
This book presents a comprehensive study of the most famous and spectacular instance of inflation in modern industrial
society--that in Germany during and following World War I. A broad, probing narrative, this book studies inflation as a
strategy of social pacification and economic reconstruction and as a mechanism for escaping domestic and international
indebtedness. The Great Disorder is a study of German society under the tension of inflation and hyperinflation, and it
explores the ways in which Germany's hyperinflation and stabilization were linked to the Great Depression and the rise of
National Socialism. This wide-ranging study sets German inflation within the broader issues of maintaining economic
stability, social peace, and democracy and thus contributes to the general history of the twentieth century and has
important implications for existing and emerging market economies facing the temptation or reality of inflation.
The Global Innovation Index 2020 provides detailed metrics about the innovation performance of 131 countries and
economies around the world. Its 80 indicators explore a broad vision of innovation, including political environment,
education, infrastructure and business sophistication. The 2020 edition sheds light on the state of innovation financing by
investigating the evolution of financing mechanisms for entrepreneurs and other innovators, and by pointing to progress
and remaining challenges – including in the context of the economic slowdown induced by the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) crisis.
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A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR | SHORT-LISTED FOR THE 2018 LIONEL GELBER PRIZE |
NAMED A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY: FINANCIAL TIMES * THE TIMES (LONDON) * AMAZON “Allison is one of
the keenest observers of international affairs around.”— JOE BIDEN, former vice president of the United States China
and the United States are heading toward a war neither wants. The reason is Thucydides’s Trap: when a rising power
threatens to displace a ruling one, violence is the likeliest result. Over the past five hundred years, these conditions have
occurred sixteen times; war broke out in twelve. Today, as an unstoppable China approaches an immovable America,
and both Xi Jinping and Donald Trump promise to make their countries “great again,” the seventeenth case looks grim.
A trade conflict, cyberattack, Korean crisis, or accident at sea could easily spark a major war. In Destined for War,
eminent Harvard scholar Graham Allison masterfully blends history and current events to explain the timeless machinery
of Thucydides’s Trap—and to explore the painful steps that might prevent disaster today. “[A] must-read book in both
Washington and Beijing.”— NIALL FERGUSON, BOSTON GLOBE “[Allison is] a first-class academic with the instincts of
a first-rate politician.”— BLOOMBERG NEWS “[Full of] wide-ranging, erudite case studies that span human history . . . [A]
fine book.”— NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
'Brandon Sanderson is one of the greatest fantasy writers' FANTASY BOOK REVIEW From the bestselling author who completed
Robert Jordan's epic Wheel of Time series comes a new, original creation that matches anything else in modern fantasy for epic
scope, thrilling imagination, superb characters and sheer addictiveness. In Oathbringer, the third volume of the New York Times
bestselling Stormlight Archive series, humanity faces a new Desolation with the return of the Voidbringers, a foe whose numbers
are as great as their thirst for vengeance. The Alethi armies commanded by Dalinar Kholin won a fleeting victory at a terrible cost:
The enemy Parshendi summoned the violent Everstorm, and now its destruction sweeps the world and its passing awakens the
once peaceful and subservient parshmen to the true horror of their millennia-long enslavement by humans. While on a desperate
flight to warn his family of the threat, Kaladin Stormblessed must come to grips with the fact that their newly kindled anger may be
wholly justified. Nestled in the mountains high above the storms, in the tower city of Urithiru, Shallan Davar investigates the
wonders of the ancient stronghold of the Knights Radiant and unearths the dark secrets lurking in its depths. And Dalinar realizes
that his holy mission to unite his homeland of Alethkar was too narrow in scope. Unless all the nations of Roshar can put Dalinar's
blood-soaked past aside and stand together - and unless Dalinar himself can confront that past - even the restoration of the
Knights Radiant will not avert the end of civilization. 'I loved this book. What else is there to say?' Patrick Rothfuss, New York
Times bestselling author of The Name of the Wind, on The Way of Kings
First published in 1897, H.G. Wells's alien invasion narrative The War of the Worlds was a landmark work of science fiction and
one that continues to be adapted and referenced in the 21st century. Chronicling the novel's contexts, its origins and its many multimedia adaptations, this book is a complete biography of the life – and the afterlives – of The War of the Worlds. Exploring the
original text's compelling sense of place and vivid recreation of Wells's Woking home and the concerns of fin-de-siécle Britain, the
book goes on to chart the novel's immediate international impact. Starting with the initial serialisations in US newspapers, Peter
Beck goes on to examine Orson Welles's legendary 1938 radio adaptation, TV and film adaptations from George Pal to Steven
Spielberg, Jeff Wayne's rock opera and the numerous other works that have taken their inspiration from Wells's original. Drawing
on new archival research, this is a comprehensive account of the continuing impact of The War of the Worlds.
With over sixty million casualties World War II was the bloodiest conflict in history. In this incisive introduction, Christopher
Catherwood covers all the key battles, while giving the wider story behind them. He also brings a fresh angle to the conflict,
emphasising the huge impact of the preceding Sino-Japanese War on World War II and the relative unimportance of the British
campaign in Africa. From the impact of the Hiroshima bombing to the horrors wreaked by the Red Army and the Nazis,
Catherwood makes clear the legacy of the war today. Full of text-boxes revealing key details about intelligence, weaponry, and the
social milieu of the conflict, there is no better brief introduction.
The author of the international bestseller The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich offers a personal account of life in Nazi Germany at
the start of WWII. By the late 1930s, Adolf Hitler, Führer of the Nazi Party, had consolidated power in Germany and was leading
the world into war. A young foreign correspondent was on hand to bear witness. More than two decades prior to the publication of
his acclaimed history, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, William L. Shirer was a journalist stationed in Berlin. During his years
in the Nazi capital, he kept a daily personal diary, scrupulously recording everything he heard and saw before being forced to flee
the country in 1940. Berlin Diary is Shirer’s first-hand account of the momentous events that shook the world in the mid-twentieth
century, from the annexation of Austria and Czechoslovakia to the fall of Poland and France. A remarkable personal memoir of an
extraordinary time, it chronicles the author’s thoughts and experiences while living in the shadow of the Nazi beast. Shirer recalls
the surreal spectacles of the Nuremberg rallies, the terror of the late-night bombing raids, and his encounters with members of the
German high command while he was risking his life to report to the world on the atrocities of a genocidal regime. At once powerful,
engrossing, and edifying, William L. Shirer’s Berlin Diary is an essential historical record that illuminates one of the darkest
periods in human civilization.
This volume showcases a variety of innovative approaches to the study of Muslim societies and cultures, inspired by and
honouring Gudrun Krämer and her role in transforming the landscape of Islamic Studies.
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